Clean Water. Green Living.™

As a developer, architect, engineer or builder, you look
for ways to add differentiating value to your projects
in ways that benefit your homeowners, residents and
guests. Providing clean, great-tasting water – filtered and
conditioned throughout a building or home – is one way
to increase the value of your work. Whole-house, carbonbased water filtration systems are what LifeSource has been
manufacturing and selling for 30 years with over 50,000
happy customers. And removing and preventing scale
buildup in your boilers, fixtures and plumbing infrastructure
without using salt is our latest solution for commercial
projects.

Softeners are Being Banned.

Many regions throughout the U.S. have hard water issues.
Salt-based water softeners are the conventional choice used
to treat these conditions to prevent scale problems. Now,
however, many counties are banning their use because of
the large amount of water they waste and the polluting
effects discharged salt brine on the environment. This is
potentially harmful to aquatic life and agriculture and has
negative impacts on water treatment plants. Also, there are
the hidden costs of salt, labor and monthly service fees that
make these old-fashioned systems a pain to maintain.

LifeSource Water Filtration.

For the best value, install LifeSource. Our coconut-shell,
granular-activated carbon systems connect to your project’s
main water line and are virtually maintenance-free with
no filter changes for years to come. They filter out chlorine,
dirt and bad sediments – leaving in essential minerals such
as calcium and magnesium – delivering clean, refreshing
drinking water from every tap in the home or building.

Eliminate Need for Bottled Water.
Once installed, your residents and staff never need to buy
and store bottled water again. Just fill up reusable bottles
– saving money and eliminating excess plastic bottle waste
which pollutes the environment.
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LifeSource ScaleSolvers®

Hard water scale buildup can greatly reduce energy
efficiencies and the estimated lifespan of your plumbing,
water heaters and fixtures. LifeSource uses proven green
technology – Template Assisted Crystallization® (TAC) –
which has been thoroughly tested by independent labs
and endorsed by the WateReuse Foundation to be a better
alternative than salt-based water softeners to condition
water and reduce and prevent scale.
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